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Chairman’s Report – May 2018 

By Terrence Marx 

 
 

Greetings from the end of April 2018.   

This has been a fairly quiet month as far as the club has been concerned and I am pleased to see club 

members are making use of the facilities. Remember, guys, the club is there for your use so make the most 

of it whenever you have the time. At the time of writing, the long weekend is just a day away and I am 

hoping to get some running time in as well this weekend. Those of you who went away for the long 

weekend – I hope you had a good time and came back safely. 

For those who indicated their willingness to assist on the club's maintenance day on Sunday 29th April, I 

would like to express my sincere thanks. It is not only a working session, but also a chance to learn some 

things and to get to know some of the faces behind the names in the club. I'm sure there will be some trains 

running afterwards too, to test the work.  

Please remember that we are also planning to host a workshop for the repairing / upgrading of the 

exhibition layouts for The Great Model Train Expo in October this year. Niel has indicated that those who 

assist in this will be allowed to run trains at the show and will also be entitled to free entry to the show in 

that regard. If I recall correctly, the gate fee last time (two years ago) was R50-00 per person per day, so 

there are some rewards as far as this repair work is concerned. 
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We are also always looking for "victims" to do key duty. If you are available, even if only to help out in an 

emergency, then please email Margaret in that regard. Also, if you do have keys and have not indicated such 

to her, then please drop her a line in that regard too so she can keep the key register up to date. 

As you can see, my plate is very light this month.  

Keep those wheels rolling…. 

Terrence 

Other Club News 

By Brian Dawson 

Erratum!!! There was a glaring error in John Henry’s article on Scale and Gauge in our February newsletter.  

One member (Johan dV) noticed and commented on it in the chatgroup.  On page 24, under the heading 

Model Train Standards, HO is described as being 1:78, when obviously it is 1:87.  Both John Henry and the 

Editor apologise for the error and allowing it to slip through (the Editor also for not apologising earlier!).  

2018 Subscriptions Are Overdue If Not Yet Paid 

Okay, so if you have not yet paid your 2018 subscription your membership of the club HAS NOW LAPSED. 

You are no longer entitled to run trains on the club layout at NMM (which is obviously the major benefit 

of club membership).  Why should you be allowed to run trains without having paid, while other mem-

bers do pay their dues? Our treasurer has sent / will be sending you an email notifying you that you are 

in default, and asking whether you wish to remain a member of the club. So if you do wish to remain a 

member, please make very urgent arrangements to pay. 

Name Tags 

Remember that, once you have paid your subscriptions, your orange 2018 name tag is issued.  This will be 

placed in a small plastic container on the “Admin table” in the middle of the HO DCC layout, for you to col-

lect at your leisure.  If you have paid but not yet received your tag, please go and have a look for it there.  

There are STILL quite a number of tags in the container awaiting collection.   

EMRIG Table at Our Next Swap Meet 

  
Do you perhaps have a few trains that you don’t want anymore, some rolling stock or scenery that you are 
tired of? Why not consider selling them at the next Benoni Swap Meet on Saturday 28th July.  
  
You don’t have to book your own table.... EMRIG always has a table, manned by expert sales personnel ca-
pable of selling snow to Eskimos in winter!!  
  
You just need to realistically label each item with your name and assign a price to each item.... remember-
ing that a selling price is only as good as having a buyer at that price.  Be prepared to let us sell it at the 
price we can get for it, and you could easily find a few Rand in your pocket!! 
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 Please let Margaret Wynne (at mrwynne@icon.co.za or 083 2718 659) know as soon as possible before the 
time that you have goods for sale, and we will do the hard work for you... 
 

Keyman Duty Reminders 

If you are on the Key Duty roster, please check the roster for a few months ahead to make sure, and then 

diarise when you are on duty, and make timeous arrangements to find a substitute if you cannot do your 

allocated duty. 

Pease also remember that included in that duty is completing the Asset Register and filling in the names of 

the members attending on the day.  In addition, the dustbins need to be emptied and the kitchen area left 

clean and tidy, and the extension leads must all be UNPLUGGED from the wall sockets when closing up.  

And then also please keep an eye on what members of the public are doing when they enter the premises, 

and not just keep running your trains… 

Club Communications Media 

These are our newsletter, our Website, our Whatsapp Group, and our Facebook page, and occasional gen-

eral Email correspondence… 

The Website address is www.emrig.co.za.   

The Newsletter is uploaded to the club’s website each month, and a link to the website location is emailed 

to members once the latest newsletter is available.  Members who have requested such, are emailed a 

copy of the newsletter.  Printed copies of all recent newsletters are also housed in the club library.      

The Whatsapp Chatgroup is administered by Niel Wilson.  To be added to the group, send Niel a message 

at 078-305-5248, and he will add you to the group.   

The Facebook page...  Type “EMRIG” in the searchbox at the top of your Facebook homepage (this assumes 

you are on Facebook).  This will bring up the club’s page.  And if you like it, “Like” it!!!  ;-) 

Emails are sent to club members when there is something important that you need to be notified about.   

Swap Meets 

There is a Swap Meet in Pretoria on 5th May (Kroon Club), and then one out on the West Rand on 26th May 

(Crossroads).  OUR next Swap Meet at Northmead will take place on 28th July.    

The Great Model Train Expo 2018 

Keep your eyes open for notification of the Workshop to be arranged, for us to do some maintenance work 

on our HO and N Gauge exhibition layouts, to get them up to standard for the Expo. 

TGMTE will take place in Randburg on Saturday 6th and Sunday 7th October.  We will be needing members 

to assist with transporting and setting up and breaking down of our layouts, and during two full days of 

running trains there over the course of the weekend.   

mailto:mrwynne@icon.co.za
http://www.emrig.co.za/
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My Operations Adventures – Vol. 8x  

Switching (Shunting) Sweetgrass – My Experience! 

By Brian Dawson 

Editor’s Note: Last month, in responding to Glynn’s article, I wrote “I have twice had the privilege of 

“switching” Glynn’s trains in the Sweetgrass sidings in the past year, and I can totally vouch for what he 

has said in this article – it really is a superb little (rather congested) “chinese puzzle” to work out, in your 

own time, while keeping out of everyone else’s way!  ;-)”    

This month Glynn has not had the time to be able to produce another article in his series for us, so I decided 

to provide my version of my experiences of operating at Sweetgrass for you to read instead…   

 

In last month’s (April) article in his My Operations Adventures series, Glynn dealt with the addition of the 

town of Sweetgrass to his layout, choosing to call the article “Un-scaring the Scared.”  He explained that 

Sweetgrass would provide a “safe” and “out of the way” work area initially intended for “operations 

newbies” to have a space where they could do some “switching” (that’s Americanese for shunting!) without 

getting in the way of the other more experienced members during his Operations sessions.  Working at 

“remote” Sweetgrass, their mistakes or puzzled confusion and resulting delays would not be as noticeable 

as it would be if they were on the main layout routes, and their perhaps slower movements would also not 

be as disruptive as they would be if they were in the way of the other operators needing to navigate their 

trains past the other small town sidings around the layout where switching also takes place, while trying to 

stick to timetable. 

He also admitted at the end, however, that it is normally the “old hands” who ask to take the Sweetgrass 

task first if available, mentioning that the old hands love it, and that it can be a “real challenge to switch”.   

Although I can’t consider myself an “old hand” by any manner of speaking, I am hopefully no longer 

considered a total “newbie” by the group, and I happen to be one of those who absolutely loves the 

Sweetgrass challenge.  So far, I have had just two opportunities to do it!  And I have enjoyed both of them 

tremendously!!  While we all accept that the “routine” trains need to be driven on their routes as per the 

timetable schedule, and that some of us need to do that, for me the real fun of the Operations sessions lies 

in the shunting activities, when one is privileged to take one of the “local” trains, and then have the 

challenge of placing your wagons at their allocated industries (and also extricating those already there and 

waiting to be picked up), and doing so as efficiently as possible, lying before you at your destination. 

So below are a couple of images (one annotated) from Glynn’s article to serve as a refresher, so that you can 

once again picture the Sweetgrass site.  The first shows the area while still under development, the latter 

with more scenicking done, but without the grain silos in position, where it should particularly be noted 

that the siding lengths are a little different to the original planning (some are quite a bit shorter, adding to 

the challenge).  

Barley Packers 

(1 wagon) 

Farmers’ Supply 

Depot (1 wagon) 

Route in from 

Whitefish (two lines) 
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There are four “industries” 

in Sweetgrass: 

The biggest industry is 

Columbia Grain (with two 

sidings which can 

accommodate up to five 

wagons).   

Sweetgrass Barley Packers 

has one very small siding, 

and can only accommodate 

one wagon. 

Likewise, the Farmers’ 

Supply Depot can also only 

accommodate one wagon at 

a time. 

The Customs Warehouse 

(Sweetgrass is after all a 

border town, lying right on 

the Canadian border) also 

has a single siding, but can 

accommodate a maximum 

of two wagons.    

The other tracks present are the loco yard line, relatively short, and one further team track area for 

manoeuvring and temporary wagon storage (joined to a passing loop).  There is also a very short section of 

the through route into Canada which is available for temporary use (maximum two wagons).  And then 

another aid for the switching operation is the fact that the incoming line from Whitefish splits into two as it 

approaches Sweetgrass (but often has the Canada – Whitefish intermodal or grain train parked on one of 

these lines).  

My task, as the local Sweetgrass “switching crew”, has entailed taking over the “local” train which had come 

up from Whitefish the previous day, and shunting all the wagons into position at the various sidings, for 

loading or unloading at their respective industries.  My (very typical) train consisted of a “double-header” 

(two Burlington Northern diesel locos in tandem), seven wagons, and the obligatory caboose which is a 

feature of American train operations.  Having to trail a caboose at the rear of the train always adds 

complication (and thus further interest) to all shunting activities.      

Through route on to Canada 

Customs Warehouse 

(2 wagons) 

Farmers’ Supply 

Depot (1 wagon) 

Columbia Grain 

(5 wagons) 

Barley Packers 

(1 wagon) 

 

Loco storage yard line 

Incoming 2 lines from Whitefish 

Team track 
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This would be a relatively simple operation, except for the 

fact that all of the industrial sidings were already occupied 

by wagons which had been dropped off there on the 

previous day, had since been loaded or unloaded, and now 

needed to be made up into a train to be taken back to 

Whitefish for onward consignment.  My train was standing 

on one of the parallel tracks entering Sweetgrass, with the 

other track occupied by a Canadian National grain train 

which had crossed the border down into Montana, and 

would later be driven by someone else down to Whitefish, 

in accordance with the timetable for the day. 

Each of my seven wagons had a car card identifying the 

wagon, and with it a waybill showing which of the 

industries at Sweetgrass that particular wagon needed to 

be dropped off at.  So the first task was to assess what I 

had, and work out which of my wagons needed to go 

where.  Then I needed to determine how I intended to get 

them placed on the relevant sidings.  And the “big hook in 

the sky” (my hand!) is absolutely NOT an option!  The locos 

and rolling stock do not get removed from the tracks!  

THAT’S what makes it interesting – and challenging! 

Inspection of the accompanying photos will reveal that the 

Columbia Grain and Customs Warehouse sidings are 

entered from the west (the distant end in the photos), and wagons have to be pushed in from west to east. 

Given the direction that my train had been travelling from Whitefish into Sweetgrass, this is referred to as a 

“head shunt”, pushing wagons in forwards with the loco first having to get around behind them to be able 

to do so, and reversing out again after leaving the wagon/s behind.  The smaller Barley Packers and Farmers’ 

Supply sidings are entered from the east, the wagons being pushed in from the east (an easier “tail shunt”).  

However, these latter two sidings are both accessed off the two other sidings, requiring that there be 

enough space in those sidings for the wagon and loco/s to at least be able to clear the points before pushing 

them back in and dropping the wagon/s off.   

So one of the first movements is to unhitch the locos from the wagons, and clear out the sidings so that 

they then have space for the newly-arrived wagons to be placed there (ensuring that the outgoing wagons 

are not “boxed in”).  And having a consist of two locos joined in tandem makes the space requirement 

longer, and the challenge that much greater… 

The first time that I had to handle the Sweetgrass task, I was battling with this matter (my two-loco consist 

was taking up too much siding length!).  Glynn noticed that I looked stuck, and came over to check if I 

needed assistance.  When I confirmed that I was battling, he kindly pointed out a very useful facility that he 

had built in to the yard – notably that there was an electrically-isolated section at the end of the loco-

storage siding, where one of the locos could be uncoupled and left, in order to do the shunting using just 
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one loco, thus requiring less siding space.  (As both of the locos in the consist are programmed to run 

together on the single address, it is necessary to electrically isolate the loco that is not to be in use). I gladly 

made use of this facility, which then made my life much easier, and remembered it and again made use of it 

when I ran Sweetgrass most recently!  (However, after I had completed my task at Sweetgrass – which 

included returning my train to Whitefish – one of the other more experienced operators then had his turn 

at bringing the train up from Whitefish and “switching Sweetgrass”, and claimed afterwards that he had 

done it without dropping off one of the locos as I had done.  So it would appear that it CAN be done that 

way, and I look forward to trying to work it out for myself next time I am given the opportunity.)                  

My other confession is that I did move the Canadian National grain train a little further down the track 

towards Whitefish, in order to provide myself with more storage space for my wagons on the track behind 

the CN.  Without having had this extra space I don’t think I would have been able to complete my task. 

There are numerous factors that one has to consider in determining the sequence of movements to be 

performed, not least of which is the strategic placement of the caboose early on in the operation. This 

needs to be done appropriately so that, at the completion of all the movements, the caboose will have been 

moved from the southern end of the arriving train, to the northern end of the departing train, either 

already attached or else ready to be hitched up.  In this case, the logical place seemed to me to be to push it 

onto the end of the team track, or else the through line from Canada (meaning I would still have space to 

store another outgoing wagon in front of it), and leave it / them there to be picked up last.   

The switching operation involves a lot of “running around” the train or at least parts of it, splitting the train 

where necessary, getting the loco into position behind the wagon/s that need to be head-shunted into 

sidings.  This requires that the passing loop be kept clear to allow space for the running around.   

The temporary storage of wagons on the through track to Canada (is this allowed?), as well as on the down 

line to Whitefish behind the stationary CN grain train, and in the team track area and even on the loco 

storage siding, seemed to me to be essential in order to complete my task.  The site is very confined, very 

“tight”, requiring that every movement is thought through before you start.  It’s rather like doing one of 

those Chinese puzzles – you have to work out where you want things to be by the end of the task, and then 

work out the moves backwards, so that you can achieve what you need to.      

Once I had all the out-going wagons out of the way, I could then place the newly-arrived wagons where they 

needed to go.  Then it was a matter of assembling the out-going train, picking up the caboose which 

meanwhile had been patiently waiting while all the shunting was taking place, and then heading off down 

to Whitefish with my new train. 

On arrival in Whitefish, I was chirped by one of the more experienced operators who was manning the 

Whitefish Yard, wanting to know why I had not assembled the new train in blocks according to where the 

wagons were destined for!  As far as I was concerned, I was just really happy that I had been able to 

extricate all the wagons, replace them with the incoming consignments, and then get my train down to 

Whitefish without any mishap!!  To my mind, HE could now rearrange the train into blocks of wagons, in a 

massive Yard where he had oodles of space… unlike what I had been having to contend with within the very 

limited confines of Sweetgrass!  I was pretty darn pleased with my achievement, and I had stayed out of 

everyone else’s way (and thoroughly enjoyed myself!!!) while doing it!!! 
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Silent No More 

By John Burkhardt 

 

 

 

 

 

The Importance of Silence! 

1. What do you mean!? 

In earlier musings I told you about my experience, that many modellers feel that the sound in their loco is 

not loud enough yet you can hear the model diagonally across the whole layout room, which in terms of 

scale km is a location in the next province! So I suggested an approach in volume setting that represents 

something like scale of sound, IOW bring the volume down to a level where you can only hear it 

prominently when standing next to or at best near your loco, yet the sound is not heard when the train 

travels across on the other side of the room. 

So we turn down the master volume setting and now we clearly hear all sorts of mechanical noises that are 

louder than the prototype sounds we want to hear only from our loco! What do we do to combat this 

interference in our listening pleasure? Well first we have to determine the source of each noise before we 

can hatch a plan to lessen, or better still, totally eradicate them one at a time. 

   

 

This month’s heading may sound to you like the classical contradiction in terms, as we are looking for sound rather 

than silence! However in many cases I have had to disillusion a modeller who wanted his prize passion converted to 

sound as the model emitted more mechanical noises than the decoder’s output could mask, thereby rendering  an 

expensive sound decoder conversion, in my opinion, a total waste of money and effort! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LIMA SAR CLASS 34 

In Parts 1 & 2 we prepared the Loco chassis to improve electrical pick up and to accept the wire connections from the 

shell, which we modified to accept mounting of a speaker, LED lights and a PCB type decoder. All that now remains for 

us to do is to mate the two assemblies and program the decoder for optimal performance of the loco. 

However as I was loaned another of these models, and while on my work bench I decided to photograph the possible 

fitment of some other components, shown in the addendum below and while they are more costly, they do offer some 

interesting alternatives 
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2. Sources of noise 

There are various mechanical as well as static parts in a locomotive that can produce unwanted noises at an 
unacceptable level, with 
 

a. The Motor 
Being the culprit in most cases, and 

b. The Gears 
A close second and usually working hand in hand, or should I say tooth in tooth? 
 

c. Wheels & axles 
Also can contribute especially where they are fitted with excessive play, and 

d. Body Panels 
Where they produce unwanted resonance at out-of-sync frequencies due to the wall thickness be-
ing too flimsy   

 

3. A practical example 
 
Not so long ago a modeler from Cape Town sent me a set of LIMA SAR Suburban driver coaches as well as a 
set of 5E1s, each had one powered and one dummy unit, to fit DCC decoders with sound if possible. I ran 
the 2 types of motorised units on my test track and found that the Suburban was exceptionally quiet and 
ran as smooth and silky as an expensive brass model. In contrast the 5E1 made lots of metallic noises in 
addition to a distinct motor wine and of course displayed the usual 2 stage speed control – stop and flat 
out. When I opened the two units I found that in the Suburban there was a different motor fitted in place 
of the standard LIMA armature and brushes, while the 5E1 was still stock standard. When I queried this 
with the owner he informed me that he still had some of these motors stashed away. I said that this motor 
results in an unbelievable performance improvement to the Suburban which now renders it as a good can-
didate for a sound conversion. He agreed to search for the other motors and send them up to me to build 
one into the 5E1 set and test the impact on mechanical noise reduction in that model. 
 
I since found out that these instrument motors are manufactured in various sizes and voltages in China, but  
marketed by a modeler in Finland who produces the nylon pinion to make it useful for our purpose. This 
motor’s dimensions are such that the diameter is well within the outside diameter of the LIMA ring magnet 
and the width is slightly under the depth occupied by the armature of the LIMA motor. 
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4. The Motor Conversion 

The first thing we want to do is remove the two screws holding the brush cover plate to the motor housing, 
and remove it, also the two brushes and brush springs, then the Armature, and store them all in our spares 
tray – they may come in handy for some other repair.  
 

      
 
Next we need to remove the permanent magnet ring from the motor housing, and I did this by inserting an 
Xacto blade between the housing ring wall and the nub on the magnet and then pushing on the nub with a 
small screwdriver, through the opening in the top of the motor housing, to free the magnet from its con-
fines. 
 

   
 
You also need to slide out the retaining clip that holds the large reduction gear, the two transfer gears and 
the contact wiper between axles and motor housing and after a good wash in Methylated Spirits put them 
in a container to save for later reuse. That leaves us with the bare motor housing which gives us the oppor-
tunity to give it also a thorough clean in a bath of Meths so that we can start the new assembly with 
squeaky clean parts. 
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The picture on the left shows all the parts that we discard (caveat is the end plate and its fixing screws de-
scribed later) and in the picture on the right are the parts we have cleaned thoroughly for us at assembly 
stage described next. 
 

       

 
 

 
I first trial-fitted the motor by pressing the pinion onto the motor shaft such that the shaft protruded about 
1 mm out of the pinion to allow it to find the bearing centre in the motor housing. Now I pressed the motor 
into the housing until it homed up against the motor housing wall – that shifts the pinion to sit now in the 
correct position on the motor shaft. The supplier suggests that one prepares a bit of 5 min 2 part epoxy to 
bond the motor to the motor housing, but like with all my bonding requirements I prefer to use HOME sili-
cone for the simple reason that it usually holds strong enough, provides sound insulation, and most usefully 
is easily separated again should we find we need to do it differently, etc. 
 
 

    
 
You can also put belts and braces on and modify the motor end plate as shown in the following picture by 
using your Dremel and cutting out the inner section with the bearing and brush holder, leaving only 3 
claws, and screw it back onto the motor housing - just in case the silicon decides to let go!  
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As stated earlier we often find that gear noise contributes to the motor noise and this LIMA motor was no 
exception. The large reduction gear was now making all the noise as it had so much play that it was chatter-
ing at speed like a cymbal on a drum set. However I inserted a piece of 0.5mm Evergreen styrene trimmed 
to a suitably-sized washer, and the gear is now running steady and hence quiet.  
 
As the final motor assembly is no larger than the original LIMA motor was before we gutted it, it slips easily 
back into the chassis aperture and the only difference is that the feeder wires to the brushes now come 
more conveniently out of the top of the motor housing.  
 

 
 

If you would like to hear and see the tremendous improvement in this loco’s operating characteristics, go 
to  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CX7cDdZ9Uug  and listen to the video. 
 
John Burkhardt 2018.04.25 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CX7cDdZ9Uug
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EMRIG Layout Workshop 29th April 2018 

by Brian Dawson 

Yip, we were probably a bit overdue for a maintenance workshop day!  The number of yellow dot stickers 

on the layout was growing steadily…  Although unfortunately not all of them had had their reason for 

existence entered into the Layout Maintenance Register…  

Oh, sorry, you didn’t know?  That’s correct – we have a Layout 

Maintenance Register at the club, for recording problems with the 

Layout.  It’s kept in the “Filing Cabinet Box” on the “Admin Table” 

inside the HO layout area.  And the idea is that, if you as a club 

member running trains on the layouts (HO and N Gauge) should 

identify a “problem area” – a place on the layout where there are 

regular derailments, or an electrical supply issue, or points that 

don’t work – some issue that is attributable to the track / layout 

and not to your rolling stock or throttle or driving ability(!), then 

you should place a yellow dot sticker (the box of stickers is kept 

on the control panel on Colin’s station) at the offending spot, and 

then record the nature of the problem in the register, allocating 

the next register number to the problem, and then writing that 

register number on the yellow dot for ease of reference…  The 

system was introduced last year to try to make the Layout 

Manager’s job a little easier… 

Of course, it would make his job even easier if the problem is something that is within your capability to fix, 

and you could just get on and fix it, rather than waiting until he is free, and expecting him to do all the work!  

(@Niel, you can stand me a beer or a coffee for this effort at lightening your [unenviable!] load). 

But I digress… back to the Workshop….  

Niel organised the maintenance workshop for Sunday 29th April, not realising that it was slap bang in the 

middle of a REALLY LONG extended long weekend, until after he had already published and committed to 

the date.  So a lot of members had the excuse that they had already made plans to be away for the 

weekend, while for a few others the issue was that the workshop was again being held on a Sunday…  This 

matter was discussed by the committee at our last meeting, and it was agreed that for the next one we 

could try arranging the Workshop probably on a Saturday afternoon (obviously when there isn’t a critical 

rugby match on, otherwise that would be the next obvious “reason” for non-attendance!).  The club has a 

commitment to the Mall to be open to the public on Saturdays, and it’s not really conducive to getting the 

work done if we have random members of the public wandering through all the time.  We really need to be 

able to close the doors so that we can get on and get the work done, and not be worrying about what’s 

happened to the tools that we left next to the DC layout…    
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But DESPITE that, seventeen club members pitched up on the 

day, bearing assorted tools, even vacuum cleaners, and one 

really nice club member arrived with a cake box full of 

delicious Crunchie Cookies for us to enjoy with our tea (thank 

you, Margaret!!)!         

Ash, Bob, Brian, ColinA, Dave, Glynn, JohnB, Kobus, Margaret, 

Niel, PeterF, Richard, RonP, Shawn, Terrence, Theuns, and 

William were all there, joining in the various activities.   

The main task for the day was checking the horizontal and 

vertical alignment of all of the joints between modules, making 

sure that the tracks lined up properly, as many of the “solvable” 

issues that had been reported revolved around regular 

derailments at particular spots around the layout.  So spirit levels 

became critical tools, as well as spanners for loosening the bolts 

holding the modules together.  Some of the members ended up 

on their bums under the modules, loosening the bolts, adjusting 

leg lengths, clamping modules, retightening the nuts once the 

“upstairs” guy was happy that the level was now right…  Some 

fishplates were replaced...  Some drop-ins were replaced…  And 

in some instances rails needed to be lifted and re-laid to get the 

tracks to line up properly, requiring re-ballasting.   

Certain members travelled around the layout with their vacuum 

cleaners going, removing accumulated dust from the surface of 

the modules.  One member, with a small brush, dusted the roofs 

of every structure on the layout, to dislodge the omnipresent dust layer. 

The locating bolts on the new bridge were found to have been bent down, possibly through the bridge 

being dropped or banged back down into 

place, and these were rotated through 90 

degrees to bring the horizontal alignment 

back into kilter.      

Those with a bit more electrical savvy than 

the rest of us checked out some of the parts 

of the track where power “just disappears” 

and locos stall, usually associated with faulty 

points, and got most of those issues sorted 

out.      

Someone had filled the kettle and turned it 

on, and when it boiled, it was suddenly 

tea/coffee time, everyone took a break, and 
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Margaret’s Crunchies went down a real treat. 

Most of the members needed to get going at 

or soon after 12, due to family commitments 

for lunch etc.  As we were packing up, one 

bright member asked “has anyone actually 

checked to see that the track still works 

since we’ve worked on it?”  Brian and Ash 

then produced trains, and ran them for 

about half an hour afterwards, testing the 

main tracks, and identified one spot that still 

needs some work…. But apart from that one 

problem area, it seems that the workshop 

was pretty successful in improving the track 

running conditions.  But we’ll probably only know once a number of different members with a variety of 

trains have been running around… And when the yellow dots start creeping back on to the layout, we’ll 

know that it’s time for another workshop! 

On behalf of the committee, many thanks to 

all the members who turned out and pitched 

in to do the work, despite it being a long 

weekend, and family time.  Your 

contributions on the day are much 

appreciated, and will be valued by all who 

run trains on our layout. 

 

Drop-in being replaced… 

 

 

 

 

 

                    Another fishplate being adjusted 
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Ballast removed and track realigned to 

remove a drop-in kink! 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           N gauge track getting some ballast 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Checking levels…. 
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What do we need to do here???? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Lots of activity on that side of the room!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dremel fundis at work… 
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Yes, there’s a difference in the levels!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  Refreshments time at last!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cheers to a job well done! 
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  The EMRIG Water Tower Challenge. 

By Mahendra (Ash) Pappa 

 

Water Tower Challenge Honours Board 

 2015 October  Glynn Chamberlain 

 2015 November Niel Wilson 

 2015 December  Terrence Marx (Part 1) 

 2016 January   Terrence Marx (Part 2) 

 2016 February  Terrence Marx (Part 3) 

 2016 March  Terrence Marx (Part 4) 

 2016 April  Peter Fish 

 2016 May  Colin Anstis 

 2016 June  Dave Wynne 

 …… then the ball got dropped for a bit… (no newsletters, change of Editor…) 

 2017 March  Brian Dawson 

 2017 April  Kevin Chamberlain 

 2017 May  Kobus Pelser (Part 1) 

 2017 June  Kobus Pelser (Part 2) 

 2017 July   Kobus Pelser (Part 3) 

 2017 August  Doug Buchanan didn’t participate (write), needs to donate to charity! 

 2017 September Karel van Breda 

 2017 October  Carl Andrews 

 2017 November and December and 2018 January  ….. no contributions ….. 

 2018 February  Margaret Wynne (who stepped in and offered to fill the gap!) 

Yay!!  This month we again have a Water Tower Challenge article!!! 

But there is NOTHING to stop anyone from offering to write for us - anytime!!!!!!    
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Magic of Model Railroading – A New Member’s Journey. 

“Enjoy the little things in life as one day you may look back and realize they were the big things.”  

- Robert Brault. 

My passion for model trains was re-awakened around the latter part of October 2017 when I visited a club 

called EMRIG in the Northmead Mall.  The layout of the club fascinated me but most of all the gentlemen 

that I met at the club were very friendly and I received a warm welcome. There were two sections of 

operators, the small guys and the big guys, I mean the tiny trains and the larger ones.  They eagerly 

answered all my questions and asked me some questions which I thought at that time were very difficult to 

answer.  I did not know much about scale, DC or DCC and neither did I understand the following question - 

“Are you going British?”  All I knew is that I loved trains, and a train is a train. 

So I decided to become a member of EMRIG, completed the application form and paid my fees, and shortly 

thereafter I received the welcome package for new members, which I studied and filed.   I started visiting 

the club regularly on Saturdays and occasionally on a Wednesday, with no hardware in my armoury, just my 

membership badge.   I met other members of the club, was given a tour of the club’s layout, was allowed to 

use the club’s trains, and my questions were being answered.  This means my education on model 

railroading began and my passion intensified. It is always fun to see how modellers go about their operating 

sessions at the club on a Saturday. 

Visiting hobby shops became a must for me and my data base of dealers increased. Mind you, I did not 

realise that dealers and collectors are very nice folk, always willing to share information and brag about 
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their own collections.   Believe it or not the very first item I purchased from a hobby shop was a piece of 

track.  Crazy! 

The first swap meet I attended was hosted by EMRIG at the Northmead Mall. It was fascinating and I have 

never seen so many enthusiasts gather at one venue.  I got carried away and bought a mixed variety of 

stock, British, American and Lima rolling stock and tracks in both N and HO scale, some new and most of 

them second hand.  Couplers were different and I did not have a locomotive and no power system.  So I 

built my tracks with a few turnouts and played with my rolling stock manually, like a little child, during the 

December vacation - my family thought I was crazy. My collection increased when I bought my first and 

second locos at the club’s AGM in January 2018. A special thanks and appreciation to those members who 

generously gave me railroad items to add to my collection. From this moment I thoroughly enjoyed 

operating my trains at the club on Saturdays, although they are DC systems. The second swap meet was just 

as overwhelming as the first and I acquired two more locos which I purposefully matched with my rolling 

stock.   In my collection of rolling stock, I discovered I had a transition car which is basically a car with an 

original coupler at one end and another type of coupler on the other end. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The knowledge I have gained from the experienced members at the club, my research from the internet and 

the books that I have acquired and read, have steamed my path and given me more direction into my magic 

of model railroading for the future.  The possibilities are endless, colours are varied, skills one can acquire 

range from art, nature, woodwork, electrical, construction etc. 
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I have not as yet started my own layout but I am in the process of building a display unit.  This will enable 

me to view my trains all the time and not have them stored in boxes.  This step formation display unit is still 

a work in progress as it requires one more module, has to be stained in a colour of choice and fixed with 

tracks.  It has six levels and will have approximately 12m of display space.  

 

“My ultimate aim is to acquire the following 2 additional locomotives.  The 4000 class 4-8-8-4 coal fired 

steam locomotive, also known as the BIG BOY.  Only 25 Big Boy locomotives were built in 1941.  These rare 
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beauties are the largest steam locomotives in the world. 

A new replica of Pennsy’s (Pennsylvania RailRoad) Pride and joy, the GG1 PRR.  Constructed by General 

Electric and Westinghouse in the beginning of 1934, the long-lived GG1 was an icon of the PRR and it was a 

fast and frequent passenger service. 

 

 

 

 

 “Model railroading is the greatest hobby in the world and I wish you many, many years of fun with your 

model trains” – Dan Morgan. 

And as Phil Walthers says “Happy Modeling”. 
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 Upcoming Key Duty Roster:- 

 

For ease of reference, we include here the Key Duty Roster up to the end of the following month for the 

respective newsletter published.  Below is the 2018 Duty Roster till the end of June/early July. 

Cell numbers have been removed due to this newsletter being in the public domain; however, these are on 

the full duty roster list on the noticeboard at the club, and the copy emailed to duty members, if required. 

As always, if you cannot make your assigned slot, please make a plan to swap with someone. 

  Date Name   Date Name 

1 
 
Sat 5-05 Jimmy M 2 Wed 9-05 

Colin A 

2 Sat 12-05 Terrence M 3 Wed 16-05 Dave W 

3 Sat 19-05 Kobus P 4 Wed 23-05 Brian D 

4 Sat 26-05 Glynn C 5 Wed 30-05 Bennie vdM  

1 Sat 2-06 William vdB 1 Wed 6-06 Kallie vB 

2 Sat 9-06 Theuns W 2 Wed 13-06     Jan K 

3 Sat 16-06 Johan dV 3 Wed 20-06 Dave W 

4 Sat 23-06 Glynn C 4 Wed 27-06 Brian D 

5 Sat 30-06 Bennie vdM 1 Wed 4-07 Kallie vB 

1 Sat 7-07 Brian D  2 Wed 11-07 Colin A 

 

To guys doing Key Duty, remember to also empty the dustbins and check that the kitchen area is tidied up 

before you leave, as part of your duty.  ALL extension cables are to be UNPLUGGED at the wall sockets, to 

protect the layout equipment against possible power surges due to lightning etc. 

 

Club Diary and Other Upcoming Activities:- 

 

 Saturday 5th May, Kroon Club Swap Meet, Pretoria  

 Saturday 5th May, Reefsteamers to Irene 

 Sunday 13th May, Friends Of The Rail to Cullinan 
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 Sunday 20th May, Centurion Society of Model Engineers club members open day, Centurion 

 Saturday 26th May, CrossRoads Hobbies Swap Meet at Krugersdorp 

 Saturday 26th May, Reefsteamers to Magaliesberg 

 Sunday 27th May, Friends Of The Rail to Cullinan  

 Saturday 2nd June, Reefsteamers to Irene 

 Sunday 17th June, Friends Of The Rail to Cullinan 

 Saturday 23rd June, PMTC Swap Meet, Pretoria 

 Saturday 23rd June, Reefsteamers Planes< Cars, Trains special event 

 Sunday 24th June, Friends Of The Rail to Cullinan  

 Sunday 1st  July, Friends Of The Rail circular route around Pretoria  

 Saturday 7th July, Reefsteamers photoshoot opportunity, Germiston 

 Sunday 8th July, layout visit to GFG 

 6th and 7th October, The Great Model Train Expo taking place at Randburg! 

   

Club Committee Contact details:- 

 

Chairman – Terrence Marx       tmarx@942.co.za 

Past Chairman – position unfilled…. 

Secretary – Margaret Wynne       mrwynne@icon.co.za 

Treasurer – Jan Kruger        jan.kruger10@gmail.com 

Layout Manager – Niel Wilson       freightcars@gmail.com 

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain      glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editor – Brian Dawson      brian.dawson@iafrica.com 

Publicity – Dave Wynne       davewynne@icon.co.za 

Events Manager – (Brian Dawson taking over, under guidance of Colin TT)…. 

Swap Meet Manager – Margaret Wynne and Kobus Pelser  taken over from Colin TT 

mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com
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Club Banking Details:- 

 

Banking details: - 

Bank: -    FNB Northmead Square 

Name: -   Eastern Model Railway Interest Group 

Account No: -  625 483 74149 

Branch code: -   250 112. Please, DO NOT forget to put your name as reference.  

 

IMPORTANT NOTE – SUBS FOR 2018 ARE NOW OVERDUE FOR PAYMENT - 
PAYMENT SHOULD HAVE BEEN MADE BY LATEST END OF APRIL 2018!! IF YOU HAVE 
NOT YET PAID, YOU ARE IN DEFAULT!! 

THE SUBSCRIPTION FEES FOR 2018 WERE NOT INCREASED – THEY ARE THE SAME 
AS LAST YEAR – R400,00 FOR ORDINARY MEMBERS, R600,00 FOR FAMILY 
MEMBERSHIP. 

PLEASE PAY BY INTERNET TRANSFER – CASH DEPOSITS COST THE CLUB MONEY!!! 

 


